AFD IN TOKYO
TO STAY
+ Centurion Classic in Akasaka
+ Hotel Niwain Chiyoda-ku
+ Trunk (Hotel) in Shibuya
+ Book and Bed in Shinjuku
+ Artist Hotel - BnA Studio in Akihabara
+ 9 Hours (Capsule Hotel) in Shinjuku North
+ Sheraton Grande Tokyo Bay Hotel (excellent for Disneyland and Disney Sea)

TO EAT
+ Vending machine Ramen (this is indeed one of life's joys)
+ Bills (there are three in Tokyo) excellent coffee and Australian fare
+ Moon Restaurant (Designer food)
+ Sakura Market Food (Only around when the blossoms are out)
+ Eddy's Ice cream (Harajuku)
+ Luke's Lobster
+ Lawson Super Mart (excellent food and drinks - great fun finding new favourites including
heat up eye masks!)
+ Gonpachi Nishiazabu (Kill Bill Restaurant in Minato)
+ Ivy Place in Daikayama (Best fluffy pancakes!)
+ Le Pain Quotidien (Beautiful French bakery)
+ Higashuya (In Ginza, traditional Japanese fair in beautiful surroundings)

TO DO
+ Poodle Cafe (In Harajuku - any animal cafe - hedgehog, owl, or cat! They are mostly based
around this area - link HERE)
+ Blossoms! (Best time of the year to see them is end of April early March)
+ Swan Boats at Ueno Park
+ T Site (for amazing afternoon tea and mind blowing bookshop)
+ Robot Restaurant (I wouldn’t eat here but it’s a must for a full sensory experience)
+ Tokyo Dome Amusement Park (Highly recommend the karaoke Ferry wheel)
+ Scramble Crossing (In Shibuya - get a birds eye view from the various viewing spots)
+ Oedo Antique Market (In Chiyoda - Open first and third Sunday of each month)
+ Kitchen Street (In Kappabashi. Seeing is believing - look for the 3 teacups!)
+ Ink Stand (Taito City - Make your own Ink Colour)
+ Sumida Aquarium (At Tokyo Skytree)
+ 21 21 Design Gallery (In Roppongi)
+ Mori Art Museum (In Roppongi)
+ The Ramen Museum (in Shin-Yokohama)

